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Morality (from the Latin moralitas "manner, character, proper behavior") is the 

differentiation of intentions, decisions, and actions between those that are 

distinguished as proper and those that are improper. Notion of moral judgement.

Common values and virtues shared by a community.

Ethics (aka moral philosophy) is the branch of philosophy which addresses 

questions of morality. The word "ethics" is "commonly used interchangeably 

with 'morality' ".



Morality as an object of thoughts and reflexions → Ethics

Morality as an object of study → Moral judgement

Philosophy: From Aristotle to Locke

Neuroscience: Brain areas

Psychology: Moral Psychology



Ethics as a way of questioning morality. 

Ethics is teleological: 

- Aristotle (eudaimonia: happiness)

- Bentham (utilitarianism)

Ethics is not teleological:

- Kant (no finality - reason and duty)

- Locke (utility, normative - as attributes)
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→ Specific brain areas?

→ Responses to moral sentences

and pictures

Moll et al. (2001) “They hung an innocent” vs “Stones are made of water”

Moll et al. (2002): Pictures of moral violations (physical assaults, poor children abandoned in 

the streets) VS aversive scenes (body lesions, dangerous animals) VS pleasant, interesting, 

neutral pictures and scrambled images

→ Medial OFC and STS



→ Emotional engagement in personal

vs impersonal moral judgements: 

Trolley vs footbridge dilemma





Conclusions: 

- Emotions contribute to moral judgement

- No specifically moral part in the brain

- Morality refers to a variety of disparate cognitive processes



→ Posthypnotic suggestions to feel disgust in 

response to an arbitrary word

→ Moral judgement vignettes (including or not the hypnotic disgust word)

→ How morally wrong / How disgusting is the behavior? 

(rating scales + explanation of the morality ratings)

‘‘Student Council’’ story (Exp 2) → no violation of any kind: 
‘‘Dan is a student council representative at his school. This 
semester he is in charge of scheduling discussions about 
academic issues. He [tries to take/often picks] topics that 
appeal to both professors and students in order to stimulate 
discussion.’’



→ How morally wrong / How disgusting is the behavior? 

N=45





Morality and Ethics: What define/characterise them?

Where in the brain could it be located? Networks?

What does it involve? → Interdisciplinary studies?



- We should take more time to think about Ethics, especially as 

scientists
- Why am I doing (something) / Which purpose?

- How far can I go?

- Which applications / implications might and will it have?

- Knowledge and Science as objects of authority
- Link to new technologies and innovations

- What kinds of society will it lead to?



Morality is not the doctrine of how we may make ourselves happy, but 

how we may make ourselves worthy of happiness.

Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason


